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Large Arrays of 144 SiPMs
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F. Sánchez, and J. M. Benlloch

Abstract—Silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) have become an
alternative to traditional tubes due to several features. However,
their implementation to form large arrays is still a challenge
especially due to their relatively high intrinsic noise, depending on
the chosen readout. In this contribution, two modules composed
SiPMs with an area of roughly
mm
mm
of
are used in coincidence. Coincidence resolving time (CRT) results
with a ﬁeld-programmable gate array, in combination with a time
to digital converter, are shown as a function of both the sensor bias
voltage and the digitizer threshold. The dependence of the CRT
on the sensor matrix temperature, the amount of SiPM active
area and the crystal type is also analyzed. Measurements carried
out with a crystal array of 2 mm pixel size and 10 mm height
have shown time resolutions for the entire 288 SiPM two-detector
set-up as good as 800 ps full width at half maximum (FWHM).
Index Terms—Nuclear medicine, positron emission tomography
(PET), silicon radiation detectors, trigger circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

OST conventional Positron Emission Tomography
(PET) systems are only capable of determining the
line of response connecting the two-photon impacts registered
within a coincidence window. But there is further information
that can be used during the image reconstruction process.
Adding the so-called Time of Flight (TOF) information to such
systems allows one to measure the arrival time difference of
the two gamma rays, providing a better localization of the
annihilation event along the coincidence line. Nevertheless,
even after enabling the TOF capability, the spatial position is
subject to a certain time uncertainty named the Coincidence
Resolving Time (CRT). Despite this uncertainty, it is possible to
use such a method to reduce the coincidence window and, thus,
to reduce the inﬂuence of false coincidences, which decreases
the noise in the ﬁnal image.
The TOF beneﬁts for PET systems have been amply demonstrated. Amongst them, the fastest convergence of the reconstruction algorithm and a reduction in the tracer dose for the
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patient have been pointed out [1]. Due to the limitations of scintillators and photodetectors that are currently feasible for use in
a commercial PET scanner, relatively few PET systems implementing this capability currently exist [2].
A new technique for ﬁne time measurements has appeared
using ﬁeld-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [3]–[6]. Taking
advantage of the FPGA capabilities, the authors have developed
a multichannel Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) core, and CRT
values below 100 ps full width at half maximum (FWHM) have
been obtained when tested with a pulse generator for 24 simultaneous input channels [6]. In this work, performance experiments
using such an FPGA-based TDC will be shown when SiPM arrays are used as photosensors.
Most available PET systems use position sensitive photomultiplier tubes as photosensor detectors, but there is a trend
to replace them with solid-state photosensors, such as silicon
photomultiplier (SiPM) detectors [7]–[10]. SiPMs are based on
avalanche photodiodes connected in a matrix and working in
the Geiger regime. This mode of operation allows the device
to work slightly above its breakdown voltage, which induces
exponential avalanches allowing work at high gain rates. Very
recently, an alternative to such analog SiPMs has appeared, the
so-called digital SiPMs [11].
There are several features that have strongly contributed to
the photomultiplier tube’s (PMTs) replacement by SiPMs. The
operation voltage of typical PMTs is well above 700 V whereas
SiPMs are able to operate below 100 V (some models below
50 V). Furthermore, SiPMs present better quantum efﬁciency,
i.e., the number of impact photons that generate an electrical
current is higher (50% compared to 25% in the case of most
PMTs). Parameters that limit time resolution such as transit time
spread (time jitter) are improved in SiPMs, making their use
feasible for TOF measurements [12]–[14]. Moreover, they are
able to work in magnetic ﬁelds whereas PMTs are highly sensitive to such environments. This feature has been decisive in
including SiPMs in new PET systems for working in combination with Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Conversely,
SiPMs are temperature dependent sensors [5]. Therefore, they
must be carefully controlled when accurate time resolution measurements are targeted.
In the last few years, different studies based on SiPMs applied to PET systems have been carried out (for more details,
see Table I). In [16], two SiPMs coupled to LSO crystals were
used in coincidence and a CRT of 1.4 ns FWHM was obtained.
SiPM array was also
In [17] a LSO crystal array and a
tested, obtaining 1.9 ns FWHM CRT. The authors of [18] investigated the operation of SiPMs inside a 3T MRI resulting
on 1.3 ns FWHM CRT with LYSO pixels. All these results exhibit time resolutions above 1 ns, which prevents useful TOF
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TABLE I
STATE OF THE ART IN SiPM DETECTOR ARRAYS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED CRT

determination in most PET systems. In [15] many other parameters that inﬂuence CRT were studied by means of SiPMs and
LYSO crystals. In order to establish the technological limits, a
test with a temperature-controlled environment, optimizing the
discriminator, voltage bias and other parameters using a single
SiPM was performed. CRT measurements were extrapolated for
a pair of detectors, and a value of 809 ps FWHM was obtained.
In [19] and [20] the authors obtained a CRT of 600 ps and 960 ps
FWHM, respectively. Both used a reference detector with a very
low jitter error and LYSO crystals in combination with SiPM arrays.
There is one work in which a 64 SiPM matrix was used [21].
Again, a reference detector based on traditional PMTs and a
crystal was conﬁgured to work in combination with the
array and a continuous LYSO scintillator with different crystal
treatments. For a black painted crystal, a 6.79 ns FWHM CRT
was achieved for both (SiPM and PMT) in coincidence. Recent
publications such as [22] and [23] also use SiPM matrices. The
aim of the ﬁrst work consists in demonstrating the ability to
SiPMs
resolve time and energy resolution with an array of
coupled to pixelated LYSO crystals. For this case, the CRT was
of about 2.5 ns FWHM. In the second case, a CRT of 2.1 ns
was achieved with a reference low-jitter detector and a matrix
of
SiPM detector pairs.
Although several tests have been successfully performed
by the authors with single SiPMs coupled to individual Teﬂon
wrapped crystal pixels [14], the combination of multiple SiPMs
is not an easy task since they present a range of gains and optimum voltages that can signiﬁcantly vary from one to another.
In this paper, CRT studies with arrays of
SiPMs and an
active area of mm
mm each, were successfully carried out.
There are also studies with arrays of comparable dimension but
they refer to digital SiPMs [24][25]. Modiﬁcations of different
parameters to enhance the CRT such as increasing photodetection efﬁciency (PDE) and signal to noise ratio through the SiPM
overvoltage, as well as an optimization of the digitizer thresholds used for triggering at values of few incoming photons are
considered in this work. This optimization has been shown
[15] to improve the CRT by a factor of almost 3 when they
are tuned together (when referring to Teﬂon wrapped crystals).
The conditioning circuits have been improved to preserve the
quality of the signal. Furthermore, CRT values when SiPMs

are under low and controlled temperature conditions will be
presented. A detailed study on the inﬂuence of the described
parameters, including CRT, with two arrays of 144 SiPMs and
LYSO crystals, will be shown and discussed. The obtained CRT
values are signiﬁcantly improved compared to other literature
works presented above.
II. TOF-TRIGGER ARCHITECTURE
A trigger unit based on a TDC-FPGA [16] is in charge of receiving the signals coming from the detectors in order to determine whether a true coincidence occurred and, if so, “trigger”
the PET acquisition system to digitize the required positioning
signals. Constant Fraction Discriminators (CFDs) were used as
digitizers in the set-up. They receive the analog signal coming
from the detectors and generate a digital pulse when predeﬁned
conditions are matched. They are used to avoid dependence of
the timing results on the detector voltage. The proposed trigger
system also includes an embedded processor which enables the
communication with the peripherals and which incorporates the
possibility of implementing a coincidence map.
In this contribution, two channels for CRT measurements
have been used and, thus, only two CFD digitizers were required. Values of timestamps are routed to the processor, which
performs the time differences and sends the data through serial
port to a PC workstation. A Labview interface collects the
data and shapes a histogram from which the data are ﬁtted to a
Gaussian distribution.
III. CHARACTERIZATION
There are two main blocks that have to be carefully optimized
in order to achieve the optimum CRT. On the one hand, all the
components that involve the detectors such as the crystal scintillator, the SiPM dimensions and the read-out electronics, must
be analyzed. On the other hand, the aspects related to the trigger
system such as the TDC and digitizers should be considered. In
this section, the details of the photo detectors as well as the TDC
considerations are described.
A. Photodetectors
Arrays of
SiPMs have been assembled following
a modular structure (see Fig. 1). These arrays are built with
SensL SiPMs (mod. Micro-FB 30035), whose maximum peak
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a timestamp was generated for each channel. These values were
sent to an embedded processor (Xilinx MicroBlaze), which
computed the time differences.
The main reason of using the FPGA-TDC has been to obtain
good SiPM+LYSO timing resolution in a manner that scales
well to an interesting number of channels.
IV. TESTS AND RESULTS
Fig. 1. Left, SiPM signal output after the conditioning stage. Right, picture of
array of SiPMs.
the

efﬁciency is at 420 nm. The active area is mm
mm withmim
m. The breakdown voltage ofthese sencrocells of
sors is about 25 V. Their temperature dependence is 20 mV/C.
The arrays cover an area of
mm
mm with 57% of
active sensitive area.
The 144 SiPM signals are connected to 3 application speciﬁc
integrated circuits (ASICs), which permit up to 8 matrices of
coefﬁcients to be uploaded to estimate the photon impact position within the crystal volume [26]. Each ASIC controls 48
signals, being capable to manage up to 64. The designed ASIC
can be connected to SiPM devices whose terminal capacitance
is below 40 pF. In addition to the standard output (
pF),
these SensL SiPMs provide an additional output (named FAST)
with a terminal capacitance of only 30 pF. However, due to the
positive signal polarity, it was not possible to directly use this
signal with the ASIC since it would not match the negative input
requirement of this particular device. According to the ASIC
capacitance requirements, the so-called FAST output of 12 pF
was connected to ground. In order to limit the current ﬂowing
through the new implementation, an additional series resistor
was mounted with a resistance value of
k . Thus, the ﬁnal
terminal capacitance of the anode-cathode signal is 30 pF, properly matching the ASIC requirements. The ASICs provided six
output signals in these experiments. One signal provided the
trigger-energy, four served to reconstruct the planar impact position and one more is used to code the photon depth of interaction
(DOI) within the crystal volume. In our case, this DOI encoding
signal is useful only when working with monolithic crystals, and
it is based on the estimation of the width of the light distribution which is closely related to the DOI [26]. The trigger-energy
signal was the one considered for the present timing experiments. After the ASIC, two conditioning stages composed of
two current feedback operational ampliﬁers take place in order
to invert and amplify the signals. At the end of this process, the
resulting signal has a rise time of about 10 ns ( ), as shown
in Fig. 1. However, if the ASIC capacitance had been compatible, the use of the FAST output would have allowed to obtain
a signal witha rise time as fast as 1 ns [27].
B. TDC
A TDC based on a delay line principle has been implemented
on a Kintex-7 device (mod. xc7k325t-2ffg900). The TDC was
tested previously and a time resolution below 80 ps FWHM was
obtained for a pair of channels [14]. Different pulses coming
from the detector stage were introduced on each FPGA-TDC
channel. The signals were propagated along the delay lines and

In the tests, different crystal topologies have been used. Pixelated crystal arrays are being used in many experiments due to
their enhancement, compared to monolithic conﬁgurations, in
terms of the amount of the scintillation light transferred to the
photosensor. In contrast to these types of scintillators, monolithic crystals are very attractive from the point of view of preserving the light distribution when painted black, in addition to
being cost effective. Since the scintillation light is isotropically
spread, such designs tend to transfer a reduced amount of light
to individual photosensors when compared to pixelated crystal
arrays where most of the generated light is focused onto very
few SiPMs. It should be mentioned that monolithic crystals with
reﬂective walls suggest innovative methods to reconstruct the
photon impact position within the crystal [28]. These tasks are
outside the scope of this study, which is focused on time resolution optimization.
Fig. 2 illustrates the set-up used for the tests. Two identical
SiPM arrays were used, but the scintillation crystals coupled
to them varied depending on the test. They were placed in a
temperature-controlled environment. The detectors were put on
top of a cold-plate whose temperature was controlled through
water supplied from a chiller. A temperature loss of about
was observed between the chiller temperature and that measured at the detector. The cold-plate and detectors were placed
in a porexpan box in order to keep a stable temperature. Two
small ventilator fans were directed to the detector blocks in
order to improve their thermal stabilization. A Radioactive
Ci) was placed at different positions in the line
source (
connecting the two detectors and the CRT was determined for
each conﬁguration. Signals coming from the detectors were digitized by means of CFDs (Ortec, Mod. 584) and analyzed with
the developed TDC-FPGA, using two channels. In order to select the coincidence events, besides CFD thresholds, a 10 ns
time window has been established so that the TDC discards the
events having time difference outside the selected time window.
Three different scenarios are presented in the following subsections.
A. Scenario 1
In this section the SiPM arrays were coupled to two pixelated
arrays. One array was made out of
LYSO elements of
mm
mm size each and 10 mm thick, covering the whole
SiPM photo sensor area, i.e. mm
mm. The second array
LYSO elements of
mm
mm, 10 mm thick
has
covering most of the active area. Fig. 3 shows a photograph of
the experimental set-up, consisting of a SiPM array coupled to
a LYSO pixelated scintillator array module placed inside the
temperature-controlled box.
The source was placed at four different positions in order to
calibrate the timestamp of the FPGA-TDC. Temperature was
controlled at 28 and voltage bias for both sensors was ﬁxed
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Fig. 2. Set-up used for the tests described in the paper.

Fig. 4. TDC timestamp calibration (upper left). Optimization of bias voltage
(upper right), digitizer thresholds (lower left) and temperature dependency
(lower right).

Fig. 3. Picture of the set-up showing one detector block.

at 30 V. These environmental conditions do not affect calibration because the TDC raw count is not inﬂuenced by such parameters. Data were ﬁtted to a regression line as shown in the
upper left of Fig. 4. Both SiPM arrays were subjected to several optimizations. The effect of bias voltage, CFD thresholds
and detector assembly temperature were accurately determined.
Regarding the CFD threshold, a 2D contour plot shows the convenience of using certain threshold values (Fig. 4).
Values of CFD voltage threshold were trimmed in order to
achieve the best detector performance and an external delay
cable of 10 ns for both CFDs was chosen based on the 10 ns
rise time obtained. As it has been studied by the authors in
other publications such as [14] or [29], a breakeven point has
to be encountered to accomplish two premises: a sufﬁciently
low threshold value in order to take advantage of the ﬁrst arrival photons (best time performance) but high enough to avoid
the electronic noise, which is present in such a low level signal
amplitude. The results of such a scan are shown in Fig. 4 lower
left. The best CRT values were found for thresholds of 400 mV
and 300 mV, corresponding to detector array 1 and 2, respectively.
The SiPM bias voltage is directly related to the PDE. However, there exists a certain value for which PDE remains almost
constant. Moreover, incrementing the bias voltage has direct impact on the dark count rate, which exponentially increases [15].
A bias voltage scan in a temperature-controlled environment of
28
was carried out from 27 V to 33 V, resulting in a CRT
, see the upper-right plot in
below 900 ps FWHM for
Fig. 4.
The SiPM arrays were placed inside the temperature stabilized thermal box. The temperature was measured with an

on-chip sensor fastened to the SiPM array. The graph in Fig. 4
(lower right) shows the measured CRT for different temperature values. The black squares depict the CRT results for the
whole system, i.e. both detectors in coincidence (
),
whereas the red circles refer to a single detector contribution,
extrapolating its effect,
. In what follows,
extrapolated data concept is used to infer the expected CRT
values that would be obtained for a given detector if the “other”
detector were ideal, i.e. with a transit time spread=0. In this
way we can estimate the single detector contribution to CRT.
We have assumed that the contribution to the ﬁnal CRT of the
two LYSO arrays is almost the same, despite the fact that the
dimensions of the pixels are different (1.4 and 2.0 mm).
Once CRT behavior for varying bias voltage and temperature
was established, temperature was stabilized at
, whereas
bias voltage was set to 30 V. This temperature provides a good
time resolution without the risk of water condensation inside
the set-up. CRT measurements were again considered at four
different source positions, at steps of 5 cm, and
events
were taken. Fig. 5 depicts the data measured together with
Gaussian ﬁt. The results provided CRT values from 784 ps to
1,171 ps FWHM.
A certain disparity in the CRT values of Fig. 5 can be seen.
Such disparities are likely due to the scintillator dimensions,
which are not the same for both detectors. This may be caused
by some of the gamma rays that are not registered by the detector with less scintillator surface, causing a widening in the
Gaussian distribution. Since in one module the scintillator does
not cover the whole detection area, some of the gamma pairs
are not properly detected (one module registers the event but
the other does not), and the ratio of valid coincidences versus
the random ones decreases, thus degrading the Gaussian distribution.
B. Scenario 2
In the second set of data, SiPMs were coupled to 12 mm
thick monolithic LYSO crystals. In these experiments, different
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Fig. 5. CRT results for two LYSO crystal arrays at four distinct source
positions. The origin of the reference corresponds to the array with pixels of
mm
mm.

Fig. 6. CRT results for 144 SiPMs arrays and LYSO monolithic crystals when
the source was sequentially moved in 5 cm steps.

monolithic crystal conﬁgurations were adopted in order to explore the effect of the amount of light on the CRT. Crystal blocks
with trapezoidal shape have been used for both detectors. These
slabs have a
mm
mm incoming radiation face and
mm
mm (12 mm thick) for the opposite face coupled to
the SiPM array through optical grease (Saint Gobain BC-630;
).
Four different conﬁgurations have been implemented to carry
out CRT measurements. A black-painted monolithic block is
ﬁxed on one of the detectors so that it serves as a reference
detector. The monolithic block of the opposite detector was also
black-paint treated in one case. In another case the lateral and
entrance surfaces were wrapped with white Teﬂon. In the third
case the entrance face was covered with a enhanced specular
reﬂector (ESR, 3M) ﬁlm, with the lateral sides black-painted.
In the last test all surfaces were covered with the ESR ﬁlm.
The source was ﬁrst placed at four distinct positions to calibrate the timestamps provided by the TDC. In this test, the two
black-painted crystals were used. The four points were ﬁtted to
a regression line. Fig. 6 shows the plot and the regression curve
together with the CRTs that were found for these four positions.

5

Fig. 7. Energy spectrum for the monolithic black-painted scintillator SiPM
array module. The optimal values have been found in the range of 300 mV,
having an energy resolution of 20%.

The CRT resulted in values varying from 1.26 to 1.36 ns for
4,000 events. Different parameters were controlled in order to
test the system performance with these crystals. Regarding the
CFD threshold, optimum values were found to be 100 mV in
one detector and 150 mV for the other. The difference in the
CFD thresholds was due to a slight difference in ampliﬁcation
of the two SiPM trigger channels, as in Scenario 1.
The CFDs were optimized to return the best CRT through several iterations in all the following conﬁgurations. These values
were ﬁxed for the data collection in each particular scenario.
Furthermore, the energy spectrum of each signal was evaluated.
The selected thresholds we found are at the low energy tail of the
511 keV photopeak. In Fig. 7, an example of the energy spectrum corresponding to the monolithic black-painted scintillator
is shown, with an energy resolution close to 20%. For other scintillator conﬁgurations, the optimal values were also set before
the photopeak. In the case of the monolithic covered with ESR
ﬁlm, a resolution as good as 17% was measured.
The bias voltage was set to 30 V, 5.5 V overvoltage. This decision was also based on the best CRT across several voltage
biases. Temperature was maintained at
for all measurements, with this value being a standard working temperature.
Measurements were taken to optimize performance, as stated
above, both for the CFDs threshold and for the bias voltage as
well. Again, temperature effects were analyzed, as in previous
scenario, and the results showed a linear tendency of < ps
in a
temperature range.
Fig. 8 shows the CRT values for the described crystal conﬁgurations. The best performance is reached with the ESR
conﬁguration (the whole crystal is covered by the ﬁlm), where
1.05 ns CRT is achieved for both detectors in coincidence.
Slightly higher CRT values of 1.07 ns, for the white-painted
crystal and black-ESR, were found. The worst CRT was determined for the case where the two black-painted slabs were
used, obtaining a value of 1.35 ns.
These results are, most likely, caused by the reduction of the
amount of light transferred to the SiPM. The transit time spread
is inversely proportional to the detected light, also known as
jitter, of the detector. In other words, the higher the amount of
light, the lower the jitter [30].
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Fig. 8. CRT results for different monolithic crystal conﬁgurations in one detector and black-painted in the opposite (reference). The line with squares represents CRT values for both detectors and the line with the circles the extrapolated
effect for one detector.
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Fig. 10. Measured
as a function of the active area of one SiPM
photo sensor array (black squares). The extrapolated contribution of the single
) is shown with
detector with a “virtually” reduced SiPM active area (
red circles.

(1)

Fig. 9. CRT results for a ﬁxed 12x12 SiPM array module and varying the
amount of enabled SiPMs for the other.

It should be remarked that the results from these two scenarios come from a 144 SiPM matrix, which means that each
individual SiPM is introducing a certain amount of noise into
the ﬁnal trigger-energy signal, since there are not individual
SiPM thresholds. In the next scenario, several of the SiPMs that
formed the
SiPM array will not be considered in the
trigger-energy signal in order to explore its effect on the CRT.
C. Scenario 3
With the purpose of analyzing the SiPMs’ contribution of
noise to the CRT, the area of one of the SiPM arrays was selectively reduced, while maintaining the operation of the 12x12
SiPMs in the opposite detector block. The same two modules
as in Scenario 1 were used. The optimum parameters found in
the previous tests were selected. The number and position of
the SiPMs contributing to the trigger-energy signal can be programmed via the ASICs, in charge of reading out the SiPM arrays. The source was ﬁxed at the center of both detectors and
CRT measurements were taken for 5 different matrix conﬁgurations, as shown in Fig. 9.
As expected, the results exhibit a clear improvement of the
CRT with the pixel area reduction. Despite the fact that the reduction has been performed for one detector, the individual contribution of the trimmed one has been extrapolated following the
quadratic relationship:

is the detector with the matrix modiﬁcations,
is
where
the detector with the
ﬁxed matrix,
is the
CRT value for the detector
and
is the
measured CRT obtained for the whole system, i.e. both detectors
in coincidence (
).
is assumed to be the CRT
value for the detector
extrapolated from the measurements
matrix. The measured
carried out for the full (unchanged)
and the extrapolated contribution of the single
detector with a “virtually” reduced SiPM active area (
)
according to equation (1), are shown in Fig. 10.
A signiﬁcant CRT improvement was achieved by reducing
the photosensor active area. With all the photosensors enabled
(
matrix for both modules) CRT values were nearly
850 ps FWHM and, by means of reducing the SiPM array active
area down to
mm (which means an array of
SiPM), a
700 ps FWHM CRT was achieved. This value could be compared with that obtained in [20], where a
SiPM array
(
mm ) coupled to a LYSO (
mm
mm
mm)
was used, obtaining a CRT of 1.4 ns.
Knowing the contribution to the CRT of the ﬁxed
SiPM matrix detector, as from equation (1), it is possible to extrapolate its effect to obtain the CRT for one detector contribution. For the equivalent of 4x4 array pixels, the calculated CRT
is about 300 ps, as the graph of Fig. 9 exhibits. This fact quantitatively demonstrates how the SiPM array assembly has a direct
impact on the CRT.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A large array of
SiPMs has been optimized for both
monolithic and pixelated LYSO crystals. Two sensor modules
have been built with a number of SiPMs that make the system
suitable to explore its use in gamma ray detectors, especially
in MR compatible PET systems. Several cases under different
conditions for a 144 SiPM array and the designed TDC have
been presented in order to explore CRT values, with the aim of
achieving the best detector performance.
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The test carried out with pixelated crystals resulted in a
CRT as small as 800 ps FWHM for the entire
SiPM
photosensor array, measured at a sensor temperature of 28 ,
whereas a CRT of 1,260 ps FWHM has been obtained with a
black painted monolithic crystal, due to the reduction of the
amount of light transferred to the photosensor.
In order to explore the light effects on the system performance, different monolithic-crystal conﬁgurations have been
mounted, analyzing the CRT values for each. The best performance has been achieved with the ESR ﬁlm, by covering the
whole detector. The results when all surfaces were black painted
worsened to
ns. These experiments corroborated the CRT
improvement with the amount of light received by the photosensors.
In addition to crystal type experiments, the CFD thresholds
used for digitizing purposes were optimized, as well as the bias
voltage and the sensor block temperature. The best bias voltage
values were obtained at
V overvoltage and, as expected,
the lower the temperature the better the CRT. A deviation of
ps
in the system resolution was determined for both the
pixelated and the monolithic crystal.
The two differences in time calibration slopes observed in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 is being investigated in order to determine
its possible sources. There were some conditions that changed
from one experiment to another, but they need to be carefully
analyzed to establish a reliable conclusion.
Finally, a 700 ps FWHM CRT (about 300 ps for one single
detector) was reached when a reduced number of SiPMs were
enabled, demonstrating CRT improvement with the reduction of
SiPM active area and, therefore, the contribution of dark noise.
It should be pointed out that the CRT values obtained with the
SiPM array are signiﬁcantly better than those values
reported so far in the literature for smaller (
and
)
SiPM arrays [17][22] and for the similar array dimensions [23].
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